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Adolf Loos, Contradiction and Gesamtkunstwerk

Architect and designer Adolf Loos (1870-1933) was seemingly a man of contradictions
yet he is also often misunderstood, if not willfully so. Infamous for his essays “Ornament
and Crime” and “Architecture,” he is seen as a designer who completely eschewed
ornament and viewed it as a symbol of a degenerate society, likening the need to
decorate surfaces to criminal behavior (Massey 63). He is also remembered at times as
belonging to the functionalist canon and as such criticizing the concept of
Gesamtkunstwerk. However, how correct are these interpretations?

Loos’s position on ornament is often misunderstood. The interpretation of his ideas even
shocked Loos himself. Tournikiotis writes (22), “Many of Loos’s writings were published
out of context, and were therefore misinterpreted or misunderstood, further complicating
the reception of his ideas. Modern and postmodern architects alike may recognize a
confirmation of their own ideas, but frequently they have missed the true meaning or the
complex ironies in Loos’s writing.” Loos never meant for his writing to be a manifesto
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calling for the abolishment of all ornament (Tournikiotis 24). Likewise ornament can be
found in Loos’s designs.

First and foremost Loos rejected superfluous ornament and the targets of his ire on this
topic were the “precious” interiors of the Vienna Secession and the revival movements
of the second half of the 19th century (Massey 63, Tournikiotis 23). A second aspect of
misunderstanding is his use and admiration of classicism perhaps contradicting his
reputation as a functionalist. He embraced the restrained ornament and understatement
of the classical period and considered himself working in that tradition. Tournikiotis
elaborates further (27):
For him, the persistence of the same formal typology from the Renaissance
to the neoclassicism of the beginning of the nineteenth century was not
revival but a tradition, and relied on forms that had resisted the fluctuations
of fashion and that reflected, consequently, a deep and durable modernity…
Classical architecture did not bring about ornament; its traits were simple
and universal enough to encompass Ancient Greek and Roman as well
as Renaissance, Palladio and Schinkel. This rational classicism nourished Loos.
For Loos modernity is linked to classicism. This is perhaps another contradiction since
Loos influenced the future-looking Modern Movement if not seen as a Modernist
himself. Furthermore, Loos’s idea of modern was “to belong to one’s own time and,
consequently, to tradition, an alive and real past” (Tournikiotis 31). Essentially architects
work in their own era not in the past or in the future — another seeming contradiction for
a man who considered himself a traditionalist and placing him at odds with the antihistoricism of the Modern Movement which he influenced.
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Two works by Loos illustrate the misunderstanding and
contradiction of his ideas. The first is the American Bar. The
second is the Villa Müller. Loos’s design for the American Bar
in Vienna excellently illustrates his ideas on ornament and
classicism. Although narrow, the space presents classical
proportions and geometry. The geometric pattern on the
marbled ceiling evokes classical fretwork and the grid pattern
American Bar, Vienna

of the marble floor harkens to a style from Renaissance times. He
used a palate of “different classical materials” according to Tournikiotis (55). The
classical evidence in his design for the American Bar differs greatly from the Vienna
Secessionists who sought a new design vocabulary (Harwood, May, Sherman 577) and
may help to explain his opposition to them. At the same time, his design is not ornament
free.

Perhaps one of Loos’s most intriguing examples of contradiction is his position on and
subsequent use of the concept of Gesamtkunstwerk. Any analysis of Gesamtkunstwerk
and its employment in Loos’s designs must take into account a certain level of
contradiction and irony. On one hand, Loos rejected “the
Gesamtkunstwerk concept particularly, since for him most
architecture does not qualify as art” (Payne 222). On the other
hand, in an act that would contradict his own words, he designed a
new chair manufactured by Thonet for his Cafe Museum design.
He had previously stated, “to design a new dining room chair is for

Cafe-Museum Chair,
1899
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me a folly, a completely superfluous folly…The dining room chair from Chippendale’s
time was perfect. It was the solution” (Tournikiotis 33, 53). This is to say that ultimately
Loos engaged in Gesamtkunstwerk with some irony, contradiction and misinterpretation
by later architects and designers.

Gesamtkunstwerk, or “total work of art,” is concerned with the complete design of
interiors and exteriors. It is a concept particularly practiced by Art Nouveau and Vienna
Secession designers and architects at the fin de siècle. They took a hand in the design
of every detail of a building, not only the obvious such as walls, floors and ceilings, but
also furniture, door knobs and lighting and other seemingly minor details. They sought
the integration of fine and applied arts as well as interior and exterior design (Harwood,
May, Sherman 578). Furthermore, objects were designed to be site specific. Taken out
of their environment they might not prove as beautiful or useful (Payne 215). Often
practitioners of Gesamtkunstwerk called for the integration of all arts including fashion
and music. In the example of the Vienna Secession building, music was a design
consideration in an effort to provide a complete experience.

If Loos’s design for the American Bar serves to undermine
common interpretation of his position on ornament, the Villa
Müller presents in all its glory a contradiction of Loos’s ideas
against architect-as-artist and the concept of
Gesamtkunstwerk. However, before an analysis of the design
— in which Loos even designed a dining table mechanism —

Loos drawing of detail of sliding
hook on underside of dining
table.
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can be undertaken and to further solidify the contradiction inherent in his ideas, Loos’s
anti-Gesamtkunstwerk fable must be recounted. Courtesy of Frampton (90, 91):
Once it happened that he was celebrating his birthday. His wife and children had
given him many presents. He liked their choice immensely and enjoyed it all
thoroughly. But soon the architect arrived to set things right, and to take all the
decisions in difficult questions. He entered the room. The master greeted him
with pleasure, for he had much on his mind. But the architect did not see the
man’s joy. He had discovered something quite different and grew pale. ‘What
kind of slippers are these you’ve got on?’ he ejaculated painfully. The master of
the house looked at his embroidered slippers. Then he breathed in relief. This
time he felt quite guiltless. The slippers had been made to the architect’s original
designs. So he answered in a superior way. ‘But Mr. Architect! Have you already
forgotten? You yourself designed them!’ ‘Of course’ thundered the architect. ‘but
for the bedroom! They completely disrupt the mood here with these two
impossible spots of color. Can’t you see that?’
Naturally, the man who ridicules architects for overreaching would not be guilty of such
a breach himself.

The Villa Müller, built from 1928 to 1930 in Prague for Milada and František Müller,
engineer and owner of a construction company that carried out Loos’s designs, is
considered by many to be Loos’s masterpiece (Tournikiotis 95). Constructed at the
same time as Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye, Villa Müller represents Loos’s leap into a
seemingly more Modernist and
functionalist design philosophy. The plain
white facade is stripped to essential
elements and presents an asymmetrical
composition. His cubic Raumplan concept
of creating sequences of interior volumes
that result in rooms of differing heights
Villa Müller, Prague, Czech Republik
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“reached its apotheosis in his last domestic works, the Moller and Müller
houses” (Frampton 94). And although, the house represents a Modernist breakthrough,
elements of Gesamtkunstwerk more closely associated with the design approach of the
Vienna Secession can be found in Villa Müller. In fact, Mashek argues (23) that the
formality of the Villa Müller facade is similar to early Modernist painting which supports
“the claim of artfulness for Loos.” This presents another apparent contradiction from the
designer who took particular issue with the idea that residential architecture is art
(Mashek 1).

A closer look at Villa Müller shows Loos’s concern with the entirety of the house’s
design a tenet of the total work of art concept, and placing him at odds with his own
criticism. Tournikiotis backs up this assertion (59), “With each project, Loos reworked his
palate of materials and forms, constantly and
continually reformulating and refining the rapport
between the interior and exterior, the building
envelope and its habituation.” Thus, the integration of
interior design and architecture played an important

Villa Müller Dining Room

role just as with the Gesamtkunstwerk ideal.
Furthermore, Loos was tasked by the owner with “furnishing the whole and detailed
interior, including the furniture” (Ksandr 177).

If architecture is not art and if that is especially true in the case of residential
architecture (Loos mainly considered tombs and monuments architectural art), one finds
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a sense of irony in Loos’s hand in the display of artwork and carpets of Villa Müller.
Ksandr quotes (73) from co-architect Karel Lohta’s letters,
“I had to present a sketch of the proposed location of the
paintings. Loos advised me beforehand how high they
should be placed and how to group them. From all the
paintings, he preferred Kosárek. Then came the carpets. I
Villa Müller Parlor

laid twenty-six Persian carpets and hung two of them on

the wall. Loos checked it, and only suggested to swap the carpets found in the parlor…
Apparently, the colors of the room were better matched by this new arrangement.” This
passage reinforces the idea that Villa Müller was in fact a total work of art and a
contradiction to Loos’s publicized philosophy on the matter.

In addition to opulent surface treatments such as marble, travertine and mahogany, the
furniture and fixtures of the Villa Müller also show the concept of Gesamtkunstwerk. A
survey of items in both the interior and exterior of Villa Müller reveals that Loos
designed ceiling lights, a door knocker, door knobs, hinges, much built-in furniture and
cabinetry, hooks, a towel rack, a plant stand and several pieces of furniture (Ksandr
177-186), a concern for detail more aligned with Gesamtkunstwerk concepts rather than
with his own anti-Gesamtkunstwerk screed.

Hooks, Adolf Loos, Villa Müller

Door Knocker, Adolf Loos, Villa Müller

Towel Rack, Adolf Loos, Villa Müller
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According to findings in Ksandr’s Villa Müller (176) the owner at one point requested
permission from Loos to add a sofa to his bedroom or dressing room. One can’t help but
recall the aforementioned story from Loos lambasting the overreach of the architect with
his specially designed slippers and the rich irony it presents in Loos’s own work and
philosophy.
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